WHAT IS INClUDED?
• Half Day 2.5hrs (20+ activities)
Enter the visual and dramatic teambuilding
experience of 'The Qube'. Complete with
gameshow lighting and an Inflatable Cube,
contestants work in teams to face a series of nailbiting challenges. Can you beat the Qube?
There are head to head team 'Qube Challenges'
where teams can win extra money before taking on
the team challenges. Practise time will be given
before then taking on the QUBE! With a number of
lives just be careful not to lose all of them before it’s
too late!
Do you have the nerve, determination and skill it
takes to complete the tasks within the Qube?

• Giant inflatable cube with lighting effects
• Gameshow Host
• High impact The Qube visuals & music
• Medals and Bubbly for winning team
• Fun event guaranteed
• A team bonding experience like no other!

TEAM BUILDING BENEFITS
• Team Morale
• Problem Solving
• Strategic Planning

• Communication
• Time Management
• Delegation

Sample challenges which will be completed as a team to gain entry to The Qube.

CALCULATE

A number of red squares will flash on the projector in front of the contestant row by row. The
contestant must add up the number of squares that flashed.

SQUARES

A number of red squares will show up on the screen for a limited period of time where the
contestant will try and count where the squares were positioned.

ANOMALY

Projected in front on the contestant, the numbers 1 to 9 will appear in random squares. Eight
numbers appear twice, one number appears once. The numbers will disappear after 5 seconds
and the contestant must identify which number only appeared once to win this game.

CONFIGURATION

The contestant will watch on the screen in front of them where a random number will appear in
each 12 squares going in a clockwise direction. There will be visible for one second each. Upon
being given a number by the Qube the player must pick the square that contained that number.

Sample challenges your allocated team member will face in The Qube.

SEPARATE

The contestant will have a box filled with white and red balls, in the allotted time they will
have to get them in separate boxes! Can your hands move a quick a your brain as the
time is ticking down?

EXACT

The contestant has to stop the timer 0.5 seconds either side of 20 seconds but a split
second over theywill fail. The bad news is they can’t see the exact time.

EQUILIBRIUM

The contestant has to balance a weighted ball on one side of the circuit and roll it all the
way along to get to the other side, it sounds easy but good luck.

EXCHANGE

The contestant has a box of white balls and a box full of red balls, all you have to do is
swap the balls into the other box. Fast hands and keeping your cool is the key.

Sample team challenges you will face in The Qube.

POISE

You need four players from your team for this one, balancing on one foot on a beam for 20 seconds
without falling. Teamwork really does make the dream work with this challenge.

BARRIER

Two contestants are blindfolded and have to climb over two separate barriers to succeed, don’t
knock them off or a life is lost.

GRADIENT

Four contestants are needed for this challenge, a number of different coloured balls are placed
through the piping, you just need the white ball to fall into the cylinder to get get past the Qube.

BLOCK

Two contestants are pitted against a tower of blocks, one handed they have to copy tower in the
allotted time - to win the challenge you both have to complete it - The pressure really is on!

